
WE ARE

Web3 & NFT data nerds
H I R I N G

(Tech Internship)

About Blockbrain

Data Science / AI, Data Analytics, 
Data Engineering, SW Engineering

Hamburg or Stuttgart, Germany. 
Remote possible with references.

September 2022 onwards. We are 
hiring on a rolling basis!

Blockbrain is a global early-stage startup building a community-driven 
analytics platform for  in  and  

. Our team consists of unicorn founders, crypto experts, and 
tech ninjas who all believe that  will drive one of 
the biggest cultural and business revolutions since the internet 
adoption.



While many investors seek exposure to this new internet era through 
NFTs and cryptocurrencies, the market is currently a very 
landmine. Information overload, fragmented ecosystems, no credible 
sources – dissatisfied with the status quo where  have the 
upper hand, we decided to build Blockbrain.



Our mission is to become the . 
Blockbrain will facilitate the mass adoption of Web2 users in the coming 
years by building a bridge of  to the Web3 and 
DeFi ecosystem. 



We utilise the power of data, AI, and our investment community to help 
users discover opportunities, avoid scams, and make successful 
investment decisions with ease. Crypto, NFTs, virtual real estate - 
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https://www.figma.com/file/mEn1iG1OPq1xofaUX4Msfz/Tech-internships-and-working-students?node-id=0%3A1
https://www.figma.com/file/mEn1iG1OPq1xofaUX4Msfz/Tech-internships-and-working-students?node-id=0%3A1


Your Role

We are looking for aspiring entrepreneurs who want to support our rapidly 
growing operations into a . As part of your 

, you will have access to our data treasure and further extend it 
and work with cutting edge technologies in an innovative industry with tons 
of career opportunities.

leading Web3 brand tech 
internship

Responsibilities

Your responsibilities will depend on your background and interests, but all of 
our interns will get exposure to a number of areas. Some of them include:



Working with a huge data set containing all OpenSea data (sales, listings, 
collections, assets, ...) and transaction history of an unlimited number of 
wallets, you will create actionable insights and visualize them in Dashboards 
(using Metabase and Grafana) or setting up alert mechanisms.



Using public APIs, news data, social media monitoring tools and web 
scraping libraries you will enrich our DeFi & NFT data treasure by further 
insightful data and knowledge items. Using NLP libraries you will create 
insights on unstructured text data from those sources.


BI and Data Analytics


Social Media Monitoring & web scraping


Your Profile

You are a  driven to bring Blockbrain to the next level with 
availability for  (Pflicht-praktikum). 
You love challenging the status quo, taking on full ownership for your 
projects, and contributing to a broader mission!


 Ambitious - You set high goals and have a proven ability to achieve them
 Courageous - Willing to present new ideas, experiment, and learn
 Pragmatic - You have a bias for action and execute fas
 Technical - e.g. experience in SQL, APIs, BI tools, Python, ..
 Data-Driven - Affinity to data, analytical mind



Previous experience in a fast-paced environment (startup, consulting, VC, 
IB, etc.) is a big bonus. For all the profiles we are looking for, a 

 in advancing and democratizing the Web3 ecosystem is expected.


university student
 at least 3 months, 6 month is prefered

genuine 
interest



What we offer

Reach out for any questions or apply directly with 
your resume to start your journey with us

Top-performing candidates have the chance to receive a full-time offer 
upon successful completion of the internship

  - Fast-growing startup with responsibility from day one
  - Work with successful serial founders and experienced 

managers
  - A flat hierarchy with constant feedback loops
  - Work with a huge Ethereum & OpenSea data treasur
  - A fun & global environment with regular team events
  - Fair compensation

Impact
Growth

Culture
Data treasure
Fun
Rewards

toni@theblockbrain.io

BLOCKBRAIN


